Press release – 23rd August 2011

Stevens’ Estate Agents on the move
After 34 years at its current East Street address, Stevens’,
team estate agent in Okehampton, is moving to a bigger,
more prominent office.
On Thursday 8th September, the popular estate agency will move from East Street to its new
address at 15 Charter Place on Market Street in the town.
Stevens’ new Charter Place office is situated within Red Lion Yard, a very busy shopping area
beside three large supermarkets and close to local branches of Stags and Fulfords, with nearby
parking providing improved access for buyers and greater visibility for client’s properties.
The highly regarded agency is busy preparing for the move, with new signage to be installed and
unveiled on the day of the opening.
James Stevens will continue to manage the office. James said: “We are very much looking forward
to the move. We’re sad to leave East Street because my father first established the agency here in
1977 but Charter Place is right in the centre of town and we’re all looking forward to working in a
fresh, bigger office with highly visible window displays and parking close by, making it extremely
easy for buyers and sellers to visit us.”
Stevens’ has built an excellent reputation based on its quality of service, friendliness and
professionalism, working with its office in North Tawton as well as another 61 agencies in the
Westcountry and hundreds of independent agents nationwide as part of the team network.
As a team agency, properties for sale with Stevens’ receive more internet coverage than those
with any other agent – an important factor to consider when over 85% of buyers begin their search
for a new home online.
For further information, for a no-obligation market valuation or for plain and simple, free honest
advice, pop into Stevens’ in Okehampton or North Tawton, contact the Okehampton office on
01837 53300 or in North Tawton on 01837 880111. To browse properties for sale with Stevens’
Estate Agents, visit www.teamprop.co.uk or www.stevens-property.com.

- ends In the photograph: The East Street office, where Stevens’ Estate Agents has been based since
1977
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Notes to editors:
Westcountry team is part of team Association, the largest organisation for independent estate agents in the UK, with
hundreds of members. Westcountry team covers Cornwall, Devon and West Dorset, and consists of 63 members at this
time, all of which work together to sell property for clients and are actively committed to their nominated charity,
Macmillan Cancer Support. team’s ‘blue sky’ image, with transparent team logo on a blue sky background reflects the
association’s and each individual agent’s commitment to providing a clear, transparent service to their clients and
conducting business in a straightforward, honest and professional way.
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